President Thayne McCulloh and his cabinet held a Staff Town Hall Aug. 12, outlining fall plans, as known at that moment in time, and answering several questions from staff employees. For a Town Hall recording, and more answers to questions, click https://my.gonzaga.edu/faculty-staff-services/staff-assembly.

Several questions revolved around equity in work options offered to faculty and staff. President McCulloh explained that options are available to staff members, and those with health or family concerns should connect with their supervisors for accommodations.

"We will be challenged in how to meet all of the needs and we may not be able to accomplish that completely. But many departments have been able to come together, identify individual issues, and create plans to make it work. Now, with lots of staff and faculty with children in school, we'll have to work together as to how we best navigate that space," President McCulloh explained.

"Now we have to be creative and adjust as there is pressure on our net revenues. We're feeling good about what we are seeing, however. It reflects how we are communicating and engaging with our students and their families," Smith said.

"We have asked our budget managers to be thoughtful about their expenses. Travel is limited because of safety concerns, and that will save us some dollars. We have a reserve and can employ some of those resources to survive and advance," he said. Benefaction can help defray expenses, and Smith says Gonzaga has received some grants from the CARES Act, and may receive other forms of government financial stimulus.

"There seems to be tremendous interest in continuing this work on behalf of our students and their families, by students and families," President McCulloh said. "We need to find successful ways of supporting our students and each other in helping our students be as successful as possible."

Most GU students are planning a return to campus this fall, but many non-lab classes will feature some mode of hybrid or completely remote delivery. Pictured Management Professor Mirjeta Beqiri.
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Ethicist and Associate Philosophy Professor Ellen Maccarone likens preparing to teach in the pandemic to cooking from her grandma’s cookbook... “What is a pinch of this or a dash of that?”

“The landscape is changing often and it is unknown from day to day,” she says. Nevertheless, Gonzaga’s 460 faculty members are preparing to launch into a fall semester like no other in the University’s 134 years.

Significantly, everyone is learning new things, whether they are teaching remotely and getting acquainted with new technology and software applications, or learning how to project better while wearing face coverings before a scattered group of students waiting to be engaged.

But it doesn’t come without concerns. Chemistry and Biochem Assistant Professor Shannen Cravens suffers from asthma. The thought of teaching six hours a week in her lab makes her uncomfortable. In addition, as a junior faculty member in her third year at GU, at a time when her research and professional development should be reaching a crescendo, her work is stunted by fear of COVID-19 and its potential impact on her and her research students.

But she’s grateful to be at a place that honors its faculty with a voice that is heard.

“Serving on the Academic Instruction and Learning Committee of the Pandemic Response Task Force, I was able to listen to fellow faculty members, and our committee was able to address many concerns. Back in early July, the University was planning the vast majority of classes to be face-to-face. The faculty expressed their discomfort with that and needed more flexibility. President (Thayne) McCulloh responded by giving the choice of teaching modality back to the faculty,” Cravens says.

Cravens chose to teach her two lecture classes fully remotely as it would have been difficult to facilitate group work in a classroom with physical distancing and masks. “With Zoom, I can put students in breakout rooms, and they will have the chance to work with and get to know different people throughout the semester,” she says.

“On a positive note, I appreciate how this campus community has come together in the wake of the pandemic. We had 20 faculty members from different disciplines on our Task Force committee and formed a single mind, that being: We are here to create the best experience for our students. That makes me want to build my career here,” Cravens says.

English Assistant Professor Jeff Dodd sees the University being very active in doing its best for its faculty. “I think the frustrations some faculty are feeling come from mixed messages, or when students learn about what we are doing before faculty are notified. Time to plan for this semester was inhibited by the University’s lack of clear directives early on. Part of this is normal complaining, part of it legit, I think. But things are changing daily, so I think most can understand,” Dodd says.

He has learned new teaching platforms that he says will definitely improve his class delivery. “There’s this whiteboard app called Miro. It’s really dynamic. It allows students to work on the same whiteboard, whether they’re in a classroom or on screen, and all can contribute. This pandemic and changes in modality offer us a chance to catch up with technology and teaching innovations that have developed over the past decade.”

Dodd was hailed by Task Force committee chairs as a significant contributor to fall planning, but he credits our community.

“Faculty and support staff are committed to providing the highly engaged Ignatian education that students and families have come to expect, regardless of teaching delivery methods. The vast majority of faculty are moving forward intentionally to create for their students the full Gonzaga experience,” he says.

Maccarone echoed those sentiments: “Given some enormous constraints, while it’s a lot of work, what our faculty are doing is serving our students in the way they deserve to be served.”
**DISMANTLING STRUCTURAL BIAS**

Despite being on summer recess, in the aftermath of George Floyd’s murder, many faculty members were saying, “I want to do something, but what?”

In a collaborative workshop sponsored by the Center for Teaching and Advising and attended by more than 75 faculty, CTA Director Mia Bertagnolli, Institute for Hate Studies Director Kristine Hoover, Business Professor Molly Pepper, and Associate Provost Raymond Reyes responded to this faculty desire to have a sustained institutional response to ongoing racism and other forms of bias.

Faculty from multiple disciplines translated workshop ideas and words into action. They began with the syllabus as a central mechanism from which to do something structural in nature. The workshop included two parts – to address diverse, discipline-based ways to self-initiate a type of implicit bias/equity/inclusion “audit” of syllabi, and classroom management – face-to-face and remote.

“The syllabus serves as the relational and governing instrument between students and faculty,” Reyes says. “It defines the experience of teaching and learning in the classroom. Such an evaluative consideration has enormous potential for addressing structural issues at a Predominately White Institution (PWI) where white instructional spaces in many instances don’t know what we don’t know.”

The series began with a presentation by Associate Chief Diversity Officer Robin Kelley on common vocabulary regarding topics such as racism, anti-racism and implicit bias, and included a discussion of a social justice syllabus tool by Assistant Professor of Communication Studies Juliane Mora.

Here are a few ideas offered by those in attendance:

- **“Call in” people to dialogue while calling out examples of bias recognized in class discussion: let someone know their words or actions are unacceptable, interrupt or redirect conversation that could lead to harm. This allows us to hit the “pause” button and break the momentum**

- Facilitate deeper, more meaningful conversations to help find mutual understanding, help imagine different perspectives and outcomes, make way for paradigm shifts, focus on reflection, not reaction

- Recognize unintended bias in a syllabus that may present inequities to some students, i.e. class attendance requirements during a pandemic, deadlines and expectations that don’t allow for family circumstance

- Clarify “office hours” so students understand a professor’s availability and interest in connecting, not just when there is a problem. Some faculty have an assignment at the beginning of the semester for students to take a selfie at their teacher’s office door to help ensure that students can find their location. Others say they hold office hours in Hemmingson or another more casual location to be more accessible and less intimidating.

Faculty suggested other topics for future workshops, including current events relating to racism, eugenics, contemplation pedagogy, Ignatian pedagogy, teaching strategies to support students’ emotional well-being, and caring for others.

Faculty may visit the Blackboard All-Campus Teaching Support, Diversity and Inclusivity section, www.learn.gonzaga.edu, and my.gonzaga.edu/events for recordings, schedules and other resources.

Shaping Teaching’s Future

Marianne Poxleitner and Jolanta Weber, co-chairs of the PRTF Academic Instruction and Learning Committee, thank the following faculty members for their volunteer hours during summer break to help create the plan to guide faculty this fall through teaching in a pandemic.
You might have seen him on campus or at one of your events. If it’s fall, winter or spring, he’ll be wearing a zip-down sweater, cargo pants, Carhartt’s or an occasional kilt. Regardless of season, his long hair pulled back in a ponytail, topped with a beret, has become his calling card.

That earned Kurt Nolen recognition during his 15 years in Hollywood as a set camera operator, not to mention his outstanding work, which has been honored by the industry. He worked motion pictures and television, documentaries and industrial shoots. But his favorite work, and biggest paychecks, came from shooting commercials.

He tells about shooting a Japanese cosmetic company commercial with a model on the lava fields of the Big Island in Hawaii. His biggest worry was jumping across a deep and wide crevasse and missing his landing, or shearing his leg on the razer-sharp spines of the field’s outcropping, just to get the right shot. It all worked out, the commercial was a success, and it was one of his favorite projects.

In October 2018, Nolen made the third – and he hopes final – career change in his illustrious life. He loaded up his wife and kids, and moved away from Beverly Hills that is; no more swimming pools or movie stars. He came to Gonzaga as its first full-time videographer, working in Marketing and Communications. Here he shoots video for projects and presentations, marketing campaigns and presidential events. He helps plan the shoots, executes them, creates the video story and when needed, creates original music to complement the visual. Through his creative endeavor, he tells impactful stories through his lens.

Like those of residents and shopkeepers, educators and administrators in the Northeast neighborhood, for the introduction of the Opportunity Northeast project through Gonzaga’s Center for Community Engagement. https://youtu.be/zYLHPNVJrEE

“It’s one thing to know our mission, but another to see it in action,” Nolen says. “Seeing the impact our mission and community focus has had on where we live is very rewarding. It makes you realize you picked a great place to work. When I left Hollywood, I wanted to use my craft for something good. I’m actually filming the essence of my workplace and what makes this community great every day.”

“Kurt’s process and work speaks to who we are at Gonzaga – a community that seeks to recognize the beauty and the dignity of the person (or persons) in front of us,” says Molly Ayers, director of the Center for Community Engagement. “He takes time to understand the ‘why’ behind the work and it is seen in the quality of his digital pieces. We are lucky to have a colleague like Kurt who brings with him a level of professionalism, quality and understanding that speaks to our mission.”

THE FORMATIVE YEARS

As a teen, Nolen moved to North Carolina and met his wife Tracy during high school in Raleigh. Influenced his by his grandfather’s love of music, Nolen spent 15 years as a musician, doing studio and touring work as a guitarist, drummer and aficionado on the Chapman Stick (a guitar with a keyboard). That career, while enjoyable, provided an unreliable stream of income. He sold his last Chapman Stick for a down payment on a car.

“When I was 12 or 13, I saw this behind-the-scenes featurette on the making of the movie Aliens,” Nolen says. “It showed footage shot by a Steadicam operator, and it looked like a blast. The equipment weighs 100 pounds, people yell at you all day long, but it seemed like a real cool gig.”

So, he went to work earning a bachelor’s degree in broadcasting and cinema, with a concentration in cinematography, at University of North Carolina-Greensboro. He took a number of seminars in experimental film...
and the art of the moving image at Duke University, perfecting his skills. Then he and his wife moved to Hollywood, where he earned a heralded reputation for his work on a Steadicam – an operator-worn passive video camera stabilizer system.

WELCOME TO HOLLYWOOD

He found himself in the presence of stars, but always avoided conversation with them. “A movie set is a very fast-moving, political place.” It turned out to be a mixed bag.

“One Oscar winner would be a jerk on the set, while another would send their assistant to get you a cup of coffee,” Nolen says.

“The film industry is not like people think it is,” he continues. “There’s nothing glamorous about it. It’s more like construction work.

He was ready for a change when the Gonzaga job opened up. The industry was no longer the workplace for precision professionals like Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, who perfected their craft. He found himself shooting film for shows trivializing school shootings as an intro to humor. “When you see the finished product, you don’t feel like you have done a good thing.

“We had a second child. My shooting schedule involved a lot of travel. From early on, I always wanted to be involved with higher education. My job here is to make something look very polished, without a lot of money and resources. ‘The house film maker.’ I do the same thing that I did every day in the film industry, but now I edit my own stuff,” Nolen explains.

Here he is often producer, shooter, editor and audio specialist. He likens shooting video to playing music. And the artist in him loves it. See his own presentation on What I Do Here: https://youtu.be/jriDiY8JAt8

“‘I get to work better hours and get home in time to have dinner (most nights) and put my kids to bed,’” he says.

He finds the best part of Gonzaga is not only its commitment to its mission, “but in how we act on that commitment and back that up with our deeds. Knowing I’m doing my work in a positive environment makes it feel like it’s not work at all,” says Nolen.

“Kurt brings a level of professionalism that is forged by years of working in the top tier of the most demanding fields when it comes to music and entertainment. It’s an honor and privilege to work with and learn from him, and, in my opinion, he’s one of the most valuable assets this university has when it comes to public relations.”

– Jim Ryan, digital content producer, Virtual Campus

His wife Tracy Nolen, a doctor of public health, is a research scientist working on the peripheral effects of the COVID-19 virus on the human body. They have two sons, Aubrey (6) and Archie (2), and like many among us, they are doing their best to create some normalcy for their children during this time of crisis in America.

“It’s a tag-team effort. We both have demanding jobs, but our focus here at Gonzaga on family and work-life balance has allowed us to engage our children, take a walk or go on a bike ride with them. It makes a positive difference in our lives.”

It’s music to his ears.
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Seems like every story starts out, “Because of the pandemic . . . ” Gonzaga’s visual and performing arts are no different. Significant adjustments have been made to fall plans and schedules to give artists new ways of sharing their skills.

For example, Theater & Dance Chair Charlie Pepiton had to face the hard decision, made for him by COVID-19, to cancel the fall production of “Pirates of Penzance.”

“Theater programs always talk about how they can get their classes involved with each other. But we always lack time to do so as we’re working on productions outside of class,” Pepiton says. “For the fall, we’re focused on what we call ‘deep practice.’ We’re going to be making theatre that adjusts to our new circumstances.”

This fall, the Theatre Arts faculty plan to thread together four classes – playwriting, performance text analysis, acting 1 and directing 2 – to create a festival of new short plays. Students will write, research, analyze, act and direct these performances for a 10 Minute Play Festival, Oct. 9-10, delivered to live and online audiences. In the spring, the Theatre program will present Elmer Rice’s award-winning play “The Adding Machine” on March 18-28. That production will be created to be responsive to the distancing and streaming needs of that moment. It’s a play that explores, among other things, the relationship of technology to our humanity. “The Wolves” by Sarah DeLappe on April 29-May 1, is a student-directed, contemporary play about a women’s soccer team. Theater is exploring staging it outdoors on one of Gonzaga’s practice fields with chairs physically distanced for a live audience.

Gonzaga Dance Program intends to engage in performance opportunities even if that means audiences must experience them remotely, says Director Suzanne Ostersmith. Raven Spirit, an indigenous/contemporary dance company from Vancouver, B.C., will work remotely with the Gonzaga Repertory Dance Company in creating a work that will present in Seattle, Bellingham and Vancouver in March, if restrictions ease. Dance will be looking at other channels of presentation for a number of other dance performances previously scheduled this fall, including 60-Second Dance Works and Ballet Ensemble.

The Myrtle Woldson Performing Arts Center will not be bringing any presenting events to campus this fall, with hopes that three touring events canceled last spring will be able to return this spring. “Only if the state and regional health officials ease restrictions to allow for public performances will the MWPAC be used for much more than possible class space this fall,” says Director Laura Sims.

Gonzaga music programs are all taking new looks at how they present student performances. “We are going to work on a lot more repertoire – covering a different array of music,” says Orchestra Director Kevin Hekmatpanah. “I would like to give students opportunities to be soloists with the orchestra – this is a valuable experience without the high stakes of public performance. If there is a student who would like to try their hand at conducting or composition, this will be a unique opportunity for them.”

Choral collaborations are the theme for Gonzaga’s choirs, which will be connecting music and Black Lives Matter, music of First Nations composers and international music. Director Tim Westerhaus plans to create recorded videos of his choirs singing in outdoor Spokane spatially-distanced spaces. Chamber Chorus will stage theatrical scenes in duos, trios and small ensembles, with streamed performances in mid-November. The Choir’s final project will be a pre-Thanksgiving Christmas concert, streamed with watch parties.

Meanwhile, the visual arts also are taking a COVID hit. Jundt Art Museum Director Paul Manoguerra says the Museum is open to the University community for educational purposes by appointment only. “We will open to the public, with restrictions, when the county gets to Phase 3, or if and when the museum industry gets the go-ahead from state health officials.”
The south end of campus is growing with the addition of a new facility dedicated to medical and health sciences education and research. Ground will be broken in September on the new 108,000-square-foot building that will enhance the partnership between the UW School of Medicine and Gonzaga University and advance the health and vibrancy of communities in eastern Washington. The four-story building, located at 840 E. Spokane Falls Boulevard, is expected to be completed by June 2022.

Emerald Initiative (an affiliate of McKinstry) and Gonzaga University are co-developing the project and have closely collaborated with UW leadership and GU staff to ensure users’ needs are met. The new center will feature dynamic teaching classrooms, laboratories, anatomy and physiology suites, and research and innovation spaces to serve medical, physician assistant, and Gonzaga’s human physiology students. While remaining housed in Hughes Hall and Tilford Center, GU’s biology and nursing majors will also benefit from resources available in the new building. Faculty, administrative staff and students will relocate from the Schoenberg and Peerless centers to the new center. GU and UW will lease the first three floors of the new facility and the top floor will be available for lease to health sciences organizations.

The new facility will help UW and GU amplify robust and cost-effective medical education and research to ensure rural communities have better access to high-quality health care.

“UW and GU share a legacy of graduating community-minded students. We are honored to help both universities achieve their goals of helping communities thrive by enhancing medical education and access to rural healthcare,” shared Patrick Farley, principal with Emerald Initiative. “This modern facility will enable deeper collaboration between the universities. Additionally, the extra space will support the growth of existing programs and attract innovators that want to nucleate around this healthcare cluster.”

Construction Starts on New Facility for Health & Medical Education

Taylor Jordan has taken leave from her job as Clery compliance & behavioral intervention team coordinator in Campus Security & Public Safety to serve as COVID-19 coordinator under Kristiana Holmes in Health and Counseling Services. Jordan will oversee COVID testing, tracking and reporting for Gonzaga, as well as accommodations for those students who need to quarantine or isolate. She is a 2015 GU biology grad, and earned her Master’s in Public Health from the Oregon Health Science University/Portland State University School of Public Health.

Gonzaga’s Corey Kispert is one of 11 student-athletes on a newly-formed National Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC) Player Development Coalition, a diverse collection of Division I men’s basketball student-athletes that will provide perspective and feedback on college basketball issues.

Gonzaga professors Dung Tran, Shann Ferch and Larry Spears, with Jiying Song (Northwestern College), edited a book recently released on “Servant-Leadership: How Leaders Help Heal the Heart of the World” (SUNY Press). It is a compilation of essays on the nexus of servant-leadership and forgiveness in everyday life, the organizational world and international contexts. Sixteen of the authors are Gonzaga leadership graduates. http://www.sunypress.edu/showproduct.aspx?ProductID=6947&SEName=servant-leadership-and-forgiven
OUTLOOK ON ATHLETICS THROUGH AD’S EYES

With all fall intercollegiate sports postponed until spring for the Zags, and NCAA fall championships canceled, the conundrum for coaching staffs in men’s and women’s soccer, men’s and women’s cross country and women’s volleyball is awaiting word from the NCAA as to whether the fall championships will be rescheduled in the spring, and creating their new spring schedules accordingly, says Athletic Director Mike Roth.

Of course, playing fall sports in the spring is dependent upon a drastic reduction across the country in COVID-19 spread.

“We will work every avenue under appropriate safety protocols to allow our fall sport student-athletes to compete in the spring, and that’s universal throughout the West Coast Conference,” says Roth.

If, and when the NCAA sets dates for fall championships in the spring, then coaches can schedule backwards from there. If the NCAA chooses not to stage fall championships at all, the WCC is prepared to stage conference championships in those sports to honor athletes.

Playing fall sports in the spring presents some obvious obstacles. For example, a vast majority of Gonzaga’s cross-country runners also compete in winter indoor track and spring outdoor track and field.

Perhaps the bigger question, based upon fan base, is whether men’s and women’s basketball will occur this year.

“The WCC and each individual school is working on playing the complete basketball season as scheduled,” Roth says. “Obviously, COVID factors will dictate what we are able to do. We’ll abide by the mandates of the NCAA and health officials, and will play within state and regional guidelines, protecting our student athletes and all those involved. The NCAA is doing everything within its power to see that men’s and women’s basketball will be played this year. As is it right now, our first men’s game is scheduled Nov. 10.”

Another big question is how many fans, if any, will be allowed to attend basketball games in the Kennel.

“College athletics needs to be open to new ideas, not set in our ways. We have to be flexible, think outside the box to make things work. Gonzaga has always been a place we welcome everyone, a community. If there are no fans, if any, will be allowed to attend the games. ‘Gonzaga is a place we welcome everyone, a community. To have to not play with fans than have to determine which fans can attend the games,’” Roth says.

Roth would rather have a choice to not play with fans than to have to determine which fans can attend the games. “Gonzaga is a place we welcome everyone, a community. To have to split splitting hair in a community would be an awful task. We hope to play basketball with a full house.”

Stay tuned.